Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The diagnostic category of schizophrenia summarizes heterogeneous symptoms that range from so-called positive symptoms, which refer to an excess of function with prominent examples such as hallucinations and delusions, to so-called negative symptoms, which refer to a diminishment of function such as anhedonia, affective blunting, and apathy^[@CR1]^. Furthermore, a key feature of schizophrenia is an alteration in the subjective experience of a continuous sense of self, which has been argued to account for both positive and negative symptoms^[@CR2]^. Regarding the pathophysiology of schizophrenia, an early and influential hypothesis proposes that core symptoms of schizophrenia can be regarded as dysfunctional interactions between different brain regions rather than pathological changes within localized areas^[@CR3],[@CR4]^. Furthermore, it has been suggested that these alterations in the connectivity of neural circuits can account for the heterogeneity of symptoms that are associated with a diagnosis of schizophrenia as they are thought to affect the coordination of mental processes^[@CR5]^.

Interactions in the brain can be described by means of complex networks. A neural network, when applied to functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), is composed of cortical areas that are functionally connected with each other. Functional connections describe temporal correlations of distributed neural areas. Brain networks are commonly computed on data of individuals who are laying without a specific task instruction in an MRI scanner, a so-called resting-state (rs-fMRI) where the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast is measured. Brain networks at rest represent intrinsic or "default" brain activity and have been argued to be of fundamental importance for the understanding of the human brain^[@CR6]^. Although fMRI recordings during the performance of a cognitive task (task-fMRI) are widely used and accepted as a valid tool to investigate neural correlates of specific behaviours, the energy consumption during a task is associated with an increase of less than 5% from the brain's baseline energy consumption^[@CR7]^ - indicating that the brain is constantly active at rest. Importantly, task and resting state fMRI can be understood as complementary rather than opposing modalities that are focusing on different theoretical and technical aspects: task-fMRI investigates cortical activation sites and rs-fMRI focuses on temporal aspects and correlations among sites to build brain networks. Rs-fMRI may be a promising method to study the pathophysiology of schizophrenia as it is comparatively easy to acquire in a clinical population, it is not affected by differences in task performance that might potentially confound group fMRI analyses^[@CR8]^, and it has been related to a fundamental aspect of human experience, the sense of self^[@CR9]^. Previous fMRI studies that investigated functional connectivity during rest in patients diagnosed with schizophrenia report altered neural connectivity^[@CR10]--[@CR12]^. However, the results indicate both increases and decreases in connectivity which might be explained by the various analysis techniques that were used.

Analysis techniques that are used to calculate functional connectivity (FC) during rest employ measures such as Pearson's correlation coefficient, wavelet correlation, mutual information and independent component analysis (ICA) to calculate connectivity between brain areas. For most of these analysis brain areas can either be selected by using all voxels or choosing regions of interest (ROIs) from pre-defined templates. The most popular method is called seed functional connectivity (SeedFC)^[@CR13]^, where ROIs and voxels are considered: typically a ROI (seed) is chosen and the connectivity (using Pearson's correlation) is calculated between the seed and all voxels in the brain. Brain networks can also be extracted using ICA, which, as opposed to the methods mentioned above, does not rely on parcellation nor on the choice of a seed. ICA is a reliable method borrowed from engineering to extract the brain's resting state networks. This method blindly recovers source signals from a mixture of sources^[@CR14]^. One advantage of this method is that it is data-driven and requires no prior assumptions, as is the case for seed-based functional connectivity^[@CR13]^. Therefore, we used ICA in the present study to investigate differences in the functional connectivity during rest in patients with schizophrenia and matched healthy individuals. ICA can be illustrated by means of the classic cocktail party problem: microphone recordings that contain simultaneous conversations of people can be used to recover individual voices of people by employing the method of ICA. The same principle can be applied to brain signals in rsfMRI -- ICA decomposes the brain's activity into multiple sources (components). Each component (source) that is retrieved by ICA is a spatial grouping of voxels with temporally coherent activity. Depending on the spatial grouping of voxels, the components are associated with sources that are either related to brain activity or to noise such as movement, blinking, breathing, and heartbeat. The activity-related sources that can be retrieved with ICA "closely resemble discrete cortical functional networks"^[@CR15]^. These sources, called resting state networks (RSN), comprise of: default mode (DMN), basal ganglia, auditory, visuospatial, sensory-motor, salience, executive control, language and visual networks. The DMN became the most studied RSN comprising key cortical regions such as the posterior cingulate cortex, precuneus, medial prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, insula, and inferior parietal cortices. The term "default mode" has been coined based on the observation that these brain region exhibit increased and coherent neural activation during resting-state conditions compared to conditions requiring an external attention focus. Therefore it is conceptualized as the baseline of brain functioning at rest.

Rs-fMRI studies employing different methodological approaches have shown various functional alterations in this DMN in patients diagnosed with schizophrenia^[@CR8],[@CR11],[@CR16]^. Studies that applied the data-driven method of ICA to resting-state fMRI data of patients diagnosed with schizophrenia and healthy controls reported mixed functional connectivity results within the spatial maps of the DMN including decreases^[@CR17],[@CR18]^, increases^[@CR19]^, both increases and decreases^[@CR20]--[@CR22]^, and no differences^[@CR23]--[@CR25]^ between the groups.

Based on these inconclusive results, the aim of the present study was to further investigate the functional connectivity in resting-state networks using the method of ICA in a larger group of patients diagnosed with schizophrenia and of matched healthy controls than included in previous studies. Considering that ICA is a data-driven method that allows us to uncover various resting state networks, and previous ICA studies observed various alterations in the DMN of patients with schizophrenia, we hypothesized connectivity alterations within the DMN. Furthermore, we set out to explore whether these alterations are related to clinical symptoms of patients.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Participants {#Sec3}
------------

In total, 76 participants were included in the reported analysis, of which 41 were healthy individuals and of which 35 individuals met the criteria for a diagnosis of schizophrenia following the International Classification for Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD-10). Patients diagnosed with schizophrenia were recruited at St. Hedwig Hospital, Department for Psychiatry and Psychotherapy of the Charité-Universitätsmedizin Berlin (Germany). Healthy individuals were recruited using online advertisements and flyers and did not meet the criteria for any psychiatric disorder based on information acquired with the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI)^[@CR26]^ and were not in current or past psychotherapy of an ongoing mental health-related problem. MRI exclusion criteria such as claustrophobia, neurological disorders and metallic implants applied to all participants. Healthy individuals matched the group of patients in terms of age, sex, handedness and level of education (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Handedness was acquired with Edinburgh Handedness Inventory^[@CR27]^ (*n* = 75), cognitive functioning was tested using the Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia^[@CR28]^ (*n* = 65) and verbal intelligence with a German Vocabulary Test^[@CR29]^ (*n* = 72). Supplemental information provides details regarding the medication of patients. All procedures of the study were approved by the ethics committee of the Charité-Universitätsmedizin Berlin. All subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.Table 1Sample Description.Healthy Participants Mean *(SD)*Schizophrenia Patients Mean *(SD)*Statistics T *(DF)P* Value**Sociodemographic Characteristics**Number of participants4135Age (years)35.2 *(11.0)*35.3 *(10.8)*−0.059 *(74)*0.953Gender24 male/17 female21 male/14 femaleEdinburg Handedness Inventory^a^79.4 *(38.5)*75.56 *(52.6)*0.331 *(59)*0.742Education (years)14.1 *(2.9)*13.1 *(3.8)*1.345 *(74)*0.183BACS^a^270.4 *(37.0)*234.1 *(28.4)*4.427 *(63)*\<0.001Verbal Intelligence (IQ)^a^100.5 *(10.6)*94.4 *(12.8)*2.204 *(70)*0.031**Psychopathology**Illness duration (years)9.4 *(8.8)*Illness onset (age in years)25.6 *(8.9)*Chlorpromazine-equivalent (mg)317.1 *(221.6)*SANS Composite Score^a^20.2 *(12.0)*SAPS Composite Score^a^15.4 *(14.9)*SD, standard deviation; BACS, Brief Assessment of Cognition in Schizophrenia; SAPS, Scale for Assessment of Positive Symptoms; SANS, Scale for Assessment of Negative Symptoms;^a^sum score of items reported.

Assessment of psychopathology {#Sec4}
-----------------------------

Trained clinicians rated the severity of symptoms with the Scale for Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS)^[@CR30]^ and the Scale for Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS)^[@CR31]^. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} includes details of patients' psychopathology. The SANS assesses negative symptoms within the domains of affective blunting, alogia, avolition-apathy, anhedonia-asociality, attentional impairment and the SAPS assesses positive symptoms in the domains of hallucinations, delusions, bizarre behavior, and positive formal thought disorder. Both scales rate severity of symptoms on a scale from 0 (absent) to 5 (severe). For both scales a composite score of all items was computed. Additionally, both scales contain a global assessment item of each subdomain.

MRI data acquisition {#Sec5}
--------------------

Images were collected on a Siemens Tim Trio 3 T scanner (Erlangen, Germany) using a 12-channel head coil. Structural images were obtained using a T1-weighted magnetization prepared gradient-echo sequence (MPRAGE) based on the ADNI protocol (TR = 2500 ms; TE = 4.77 ms; TI = 1100 ms, acquisition matrix = 256 × 256 × 176; flip angle = 7°; 1 × 1 × 1 mm^3^ voxel size). Whole brain functional resting state images during 5 minutes were collected using a T2\*-weighted EPI sequence sensitive to BOLD contrast (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, image matrix = 64 × 64, FOV = 216 mm, flip angle = 80°, slice thickness = 3.0 mm, distance factor = 20%, voxel size 3 × 3 × 3 mm^3^, 36 axial slices). Before resting state data acquisition was started, participants were in the scanner for about 10 minutes, during which a localizer and anatomical images were acquired so that subjects could get used to the scanner noise. During resting state data acquisition, participants were asked to close their eyes and relax.

Preprocessing of resting state data {#Sec6}
-----------------------------------

To ensure for steady-state longitudinal magnetization, the first 5 images were discarded. The acquired data was corrected for slice timing and realigned. Structural individual T1 images were coregistered to functional images and segmented into gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid. Data was then spatially normalized to the MNI template and spatially smoothed with a 6-mm FWHM to improve signal-to-noise ratio. All steps of data preprocessing were performed using SPM12. In addition, to control for motion, we used the voxel-specific mean frame-wise displacement (FD)^[@CR32]^. FD values were below the default threshold of 0.5 for control and patient group (0.15 ± 0.02 and 0.17 ± 0.02, t-test *p* = 0.42).

Independent component analysis (ICA) {#Sec7}
------------------------------------

ICA is a data-driven analysis tool in which source signals are blindly recovered^[@CR14]^ from mixtures of sources. ICA was calculated using GIFT software (<http://icatb.sourceforge.net/>)^[@CR33]^ in Matlab 2012b using Infomax algorithm to estimate independent sources. ICA was run 20 times and the results were clustered by GIFT toolbox ICASSO min cluster size of 16 and max of 20 (number of runs) and RandInit and Bootstrap were selected. Preprocessed data from all subjects in both groups were used. The optimal number of spatially independent resting-state networks (*N*) to be extracted was estimated by the software (*N* = 21; see Supplemental Material Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Only components with ICASO stability index Iq of \>0.9 were considered and the related spatial maps. The networks were identified using predefined templates in GIFT and a-posteriori by experts C.G.F and S.K. Among the ICA components, the default mode network was identified and taken to the second level analysis in SPM12 using a mask for individual networks provided by <http://findlab.stanford.edu/functional_ROIs.html>. To make use of the full potentiality of the method, we conducted an exploratory analysis selecting the following networks that were concomitantly extracted by ICA (Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in Supplemental Material): basal ganglia, visual, salience, auditory, executive control, and visuospatial.

Differences between groups were calculated using a two-sample t-test (*p* = 0.001 uncorrected), significant threshold was set to *p* \< 0.05 corrected for multiple comparison using family wise error (FWE) at cluster-level. Mean FD^[@CR32]^, gender and age were used as covariates. In those clusters where we found significant group differences, we extracted the mean absolute ICA values (spatial maps) for each subject for a posteriori correlation analysis of functional connectivity with psychopathology.

Correlation with psychopathology {#Sec8}
--------------------------------

To investigate whether these differences in resting state networks between healthy individuals and patients with schizophrenia were related to the psychopathology of patients, Spearman's correlation coefficients between resting state network connectivity and severity of symptoms were calculated. The resting state functional connectivity was extracted from the cluster in the DMN in which we found group differences: for each subject we extracted the mean absolute ICA value (spatial maps). In a first step, we correlated the functional connectivity in the DMN cluster with the composite scores of the SANS and SAPS. In case of a significant correlation, we conducted further exploratory correlations with the global ratings of the associated symptom domains. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 22. For the correlation with the SAPS and SANS composite scores, a Bonferroni adjusted significance level of 0.025 (0.05/2) was applied. For the correlations with subdomains we used a Bonferroni corrected alpha value of 0.0125 (0.05/4) for the SAPS and of 0.01 (0.05/5) for the SANS.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

Independent component analysis (ICA) {#Sec10}
------------------------------------

### Default mode network analysis {#Sec11}

From 21 components chosen automatically in GIFT, the DMN was identified by experts C.G.F and S.K and taken to 2nd level analysis in SPM 12 (*p* \< 0.001 uncorrected; significant threshold was set to *p* \< 0.05 corrected for multiple comparison (FWE at cluster-level) using masks for individual networks provided by <http://findlab.stanford.edu/functional_ROIs.html>. The results indicated a significant decrease in the connectivity within the precuneus in patients with schizophrenia compared to healthy individuals (MNI coordinates = 4--60 36, *T* = 4.23, *p*~*peak-level\ FWE\ corrected*~ = 0.037; cluster size (in voxels) = 35; Fig. [1A](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1Group differences between patients with schizophrenia and healthy individuals in the DMN. (**A**) Group comparison revealed decreased connectivity in the precuneus, as part of the DMN in patients with schizophrenia. (**B**) Functional connectivity during rest in the precuneus was significantly related to the severity of negative symptoms (assessed with the SANS) and more specifically with the severity of symptoms regarding avolition-apathy.

### Exploratory analysis of the remaining resting state network {#Sec12}

Besides the DMN, ICA method allows to uncover other resting state networks. In order to explore the full potentiality of ICA, we performed further exploratory analysis in additional networks extracted from our dataset. From the total of 21 components automatically estimated, additionally to the DMN, we identified, Basal Ganglia, Visual, Salience, Auditory, Executive control and Visuospatial networks (see supplements Fig. S1). Following the same procedure for the DMN, the networks were taken to the second level analysis in SPM12 using masks for individual networks provided by <http://findlab.stanford.edu/functional_ROIs.html>. No significant group differences were found.

Correlational analysis with psychopathology {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------------

In order to investigate whether the functional connectivity in the precuneus cluster in the DMN, were related to psychopathology of patients with schizophrenia, absolute ICA values (spatial maps) of the precuneus cluster were extracted and correlated with the composite score of the SAPS (*r*(34) = 0.106, *p* = 0.549) and of the SANS (*r*(35) = −0.398, *p* = 0.018, Fig. [1B](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Based on the significant relationship between negative symptoms of the SANS and functional connectivity of the precuneus, we explored in a next step whether a specific domain of negative symptoms was associated with the functional connectivity in the precuneus. We observed a significant negative relationship between the functional connectivity of the precuneus in the DMN and avolition-apathy (apathy: *r*(35) = −0.504, *p* = 0.002, Fig. [1B](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) but not any of the other domains (anhedonia *r*(35) = −0.314, *p* = 0.066, affective blunting *r*(35) = −0.165, *p* = 0.343; alogie *r*(35) = −0.235, *p* = 0.175; attention *r*(35) = 0.239, *p* = 0.167). Please see Supplemental Material for additional analysis controlling for the influence of age, illness duration, sex, and medication.

In addition to the SANS domain of apathy that assesses behavioural aspects of apathy such as "grooming and hygiene", "impersistence at school or work", "physical anergia", we calculated a second and multidimensional apathy score to further explore the association between apathy and precuneus. Following the suggestion of Bortolon and colleagues^[@CR34]^, we built a multidimensional apathy score that additionally includes the SANS items "recreational interests and activities" and "affective nonresponsivity" to account for cognitive and emotional aspects of apathy. That multidimensional apathy score was also significantly correlated with the precuneus (r(35) = −0.469, p = 0.004)."

Discussion {#Sec14}
==========

The DMN network can be considered the baseline of brain processing at rest^[@CR6],[@CR35]^ and is assumed to play a crucial role in schizophrenia^[@CR8],[@CR10],[@CR11]^. In the presented study, the DMN was extracted from a group of patients diagnosed with schizophrenia and matched healthy individuals using ICA, a powerful data-driven method to infer connectivity that does not require an *a priori* definition of regions of interest. In addition, an exploratory analysis was conducted with all remaining resting state networks concomitantly extracted by ICA. Significant group differences were found solely in the DMN. The group comparison revealed significantly reduced functional connectivity in the DMN in patients diagnosed with schizophrenia. This result is consistent with two previous studies that employed the same ICA method to investigate rs-fMRI spatial maps and reported decreased functional connectivity within the DMN in patients with schizophrenia^[@CR17],[@CR18]^ and thus supports the dysconnection hypothesis^[@CR3],[@CR4]^. The present result of decreased connectivity within the DMN also supplements the inconsistent literature of previous ICA studies that observed both decreases and increases^[@CR20]--[@CR22]^, only increases^[@CR19]^ as well as no differences in the spatial maps of the DMN at all^[@CR23]--[@CR25]^. In the context of previous inconclusive findings we would like to emphasize that we included more patients in the reported analysis (*N* = 35) than previous rs-fMRI studies employing ICA. More specifically, we observed reduced functional connectivity in the precuneus in patients with schizophrenia. This is in line with a previous ICA study where patients with schizophrenia also exhibited decreased connectivity during rest in the precuneus within the DMN as compared to healthy individuals^[@CR20]^. However, another rs-fMRI ICA study reported both; increased connectivity in the right precuneus and decreased connectivity in the left precuneus but in a smaller group of patients diagnosed with schizophrenia^[@CR21]^. Interestingly, the precuneus functions as a central hub within the DMN^[@CR36]^. Furthermore, we observed that alterations in the functional connectivity of the precuneus in the DMN were negatively related to the severity of negative symptoms. More specifically, we found the avolition-apathy domain to be negatively related to precuneus connectivity in patients. Apathy is a multidimensional syndrome that presents itself as the most common negative symptom of schizophrenia^[@CR34]^ and is also present in other neuropsychiatric diseases and in Alzheimer's disease^[@CR37],[@CR38]^. Apathy is described as a disorder of motivation with reduced or loss of goal-directed behavior, goal-directed cognitive processes, and emotion^[@CR37],[@CR38]^. Whereas Andreasen^[@CR30]^ refers to apathy as a decline in energy and drive and thus mainly covers behavioral aspects of apathy in the SANS assessment, Bortolon and colleagues^[@CR34]^ emphasize the multidimensional aspects of apathy. Following the proposal of these authors^[@CR34]^ as well as the diagnostic domains proposed by Robert and colleagues^[@CR38]^, we calculated in addition to the SANS avolition-apathy score a second apathy score that allows a multidimensional assessment of apathy (see methods). Of note, also the multidimensional apathy score was negatively correlated with the functional connectivity in the precuneus during rest-state further supporting the observed relationship. In sum, the present findings show that patients diagnosed with schizophrenia exhibited reduced functional connectivity in the precuneus of the DMN and that this dysconnectivity was more pronounced in patients with more severe symptoms of apathy, a so-called negative symptom of schizophrenia.

To our knowledge, we are the first to observe a relationship between reduced functional connectivity in the precuneus and apathy. The precuneus has repeatedly been observed to play a central role in remembering events of one's personal past, referred to as autobiographical memory, as part of the episodic memory system that is linked to the storage and recollection of events that contain a strong self-refs. ^[@CR39],[@CR40]^. However, the precuneus is not only involved in remembering one's past but also in imagining one's future^[@CR41]^. Also during episodes of rest when the precuneus becomes activated as a functional hub of the DMN, the human mind engages in self-generated thoughts that relate to past and future events^[@CR42],[@CR43]^. On a behavioral level previous studies showed impairments in autobiographical memory in patients diagnosed with schizophrenia^[@CR44]--[@CR46]^ as well as in generating personal and specific future events^[@CR47]--[@CR49]^. Especially interesting in the light of the current result is the finding that deficits in imagining pleasant future events were found to be linked to symptoms of apathy in individuals with schizophrenia^[@CR49]^. Raffard and colleagues^[@CR49]^ thus argue that impairments in the capacity to generate future projection of one's behavior, especially in preferable future situations, might underlie partially the reduced motivation to engage in goal-directed behavior -- as is observed in apathy. In this study we observe that the precuneus that is commonly engaged in future-oriented thoughts shows disconnectivity in patients diagnosed with schizophrenia; and that this dysconnectivity is related to the severity of apathy that is defined as a reduction of goal-directed behavior. We therefore argue that our finding adds support from a neuroscientific perspective to the notion that impairments in future projections might partly underlie motivational decline to engage in goal-directed behavior^[@CR49]^.

However, it is not possible to draw causal inferences based on the reported result as the directionality of this relationship still remains unclear. It is also conceivable that the impoverished life circumstances of patients might reduce their motivation to engage in future simulations^[@CR48]^ or that diminished goal-directed behavior and cognition, which are characteristic for apathy, might diminish future-oriented thoughts^[@CR49]^, which are potentially associated with the observed precuneus dysconnectivity during resting-state. Future studies are needed to further investigate the direction of this relationship.

Limitations of the study {#Sec15}
------------------------

A first limitation concerns the fact that 31 of the 35 patients were taking antipsychotic medication. As antipsychotic treatment was shown to affect functional connectivity in patients with schizophrenia^[@CR50]^, we addressed this potential confound by calculating and controlling the performed correlation analysis for Chlorpromazine-equivalent (CPZ)^[@CR51]^ (see supplements). Despite the fact that the results remained significant when controlling for CPZ, it would be beneficial for future studies to include antipsychotic-naive patients to exclude medication as a potential confound. A second limitation is that post-hoc correlational analysis with different psychopathology scales might have increased Type I error rates. Therefore, we applied Bonferroni correction for all correlational analysis. A further limitation is that we cannot infer a causal direction of the observed DMN dysconnectivity results, emphasizing the need of future longitudinal studies that investigate functional connectivity during rest over the course of illness. Finally, the number of components that is chosen in ICA is an arbitrary parameter. To overcome this issue, before running ICA, the optimal number of components were automatically identified by GIFT toolbox.

Conclusion {#Sec16}
==========

The results of the present study indicate altered resting-state functional connectivity in the DMN in patients diagnosed with schizophrenia compared to matched healthy individuals. This result adds further empirical evidence for early and influential theories, suggesting neural network disconnections account for symptoms associated with the diagnosis of schizophrenia^[@CR4],[@CR5]^, and also complements previous studies reporting DMN alterations in schizophrenia. More specifically, we observed that reduced connectivity in the precuneus of the DMN was related to the severity of negative symptoms, more explicitly to the domain of apathy. In summary, the current findings emphasize the crucial role alterations in the DMN might play in schizophrenia and especially in a common negative symptom, namely apathy.
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